Introduction
The syntactic nature of operational reasoning requires techniques to deal with term contexts, especially for reasoning about recursion. In this paper we study applicative bisimulation and a variant of Sands' improvement theory for a small call-by-value functional language. We explore an indirect, relational approach for reasoning about contexts. It is inspired by Howe's precise method for proving congruence of simulation orderings and by Pitts' extension thereof for proving applicative bisimulation up to context. We illustrate this approach with proofs of the unwinding theorem and syntactic continuity and, more importantly, we establish analogues of Sangiorgi's bisimulation up to context for applicative bisimulation and for improvement. Using these powerful bisimulation up to context techniques, we give concise operational proofs of recursion induction, the improvement theorem, and syntactic minimal invariance. Previous operational proofs of these results involve complex, explicit reasoning about contexts.
Related work
Applicative bisimulation (Abramsky 1990 ) is an operational theory for higherorder languages, inspired by bisimulation theories for concurrency (Park 1981; Milner 1989) . It excels in reasoning about infinite data structures. These exist in every higher-order language but are particularly relevant in lazy functional languages (Gordon 1995; Pitts 1997 ) and functional object-oriented languages (Gordon and Rees 1996) . But applicative bisimulation is not very helpful for reasoning about recursive control structures. There are more 'intensional' operational theories (Talcott 1997; Sands 1997b ) which address recursion effectively by counting computation steps. But even they are of limited use for proving results such as the validity of the fundamental induction rules for recursion: recursion induction (also known as Park induction), syntactic continuity (! induction), syntactic minimal invariance (syntactic projections), and the improvement theorem. Existing operational proofs are complex and involve explicit reasoning about term contexts.
Intuitively, a context is a term containing a hole, that may be filled by another term. This is an evocative idea, but for formal arguments contexts are difficult To appear in Gordon and Pitts (1997) . Lassen to work with, both technically and notationally. For this reason, Howe deals only indirectly with contexts in his influential congruence proof for applicative bisimilarity (Howe 1989; Howe 1996) . Instead the proof is 'relational': a larger relation which is closed under contexts is constructed and is shown to coincide with applicative bisimilarity by bisimulation and induction on the evaluation relation. This relational approach yields a formally and notationally very precise proof. Moreover, Howe's congruence proof applies to many different typed and untyped higher-order languages and operational orderings; see, e.g., Sands (1991 , Ong (1992 , Ferreira, Hennessy, and Jeffrey (1995 , Lassen (1997 , Gordon (1997 .
Pitts (1995) extends Howe's congruence proof for applicative bisimilarity to also establish an up to context rule for applicative bisimulation. The proof is also 'relational' and illustrates the versatility of Howe's implicit, relational approach to reasoning about term contexts. Specifically it shows how to use this proof method to establish applicative bisimulation up to context results. (We present the proof in Section 5.2.) The results we present in this paper stem from the study of this work.
Sangiorgi's bisimulation up to context is a powerful refined bisimulation proof rule for process calculi (Sangiorgi and Milner 1992; Sangiorgi 1994) . Bisimulation up to context allows you to disregard a common term context when relating terms in bisimulation proofs. Unfortunately, his correctness proofs do not carry over to applicative bisimulation for higher-order languages. Gordon (1995) and Sands (1997b) present restricted applicative bisimulation up to context rules. They demonstrate the power of this approach to produce concise proofs of equivalences which are difficult to derive by other operational methods. Both Sangiorgi (1996 Sangiorgi ( , 1995 and Sands couple bisimulation up to context with efficiency preorders, called 'expansion' and 'improvement', respectively. As suggested by Pitts (1995) , we also introduce an improvement preorder. The problem which we address in this fashion leads us to adopt an improvement theory based on a different cost measure than that of Sands (1997b) .
Overview
Section 2 defines the syntax and operational semantics of the untyped, functional ML fragment which we study below. Section 3 introduces an algebra of relations on terms. This is essential for the calculations with relations in later sections. A substantial example is the proof of the unwinding theorem in Section 4. Applicative (bi)simulation is defined in Section 5. Preliminary applicative simulation up to context results are established and applicative bisimilarity is shown to be a congruence by Howe's and Pitts' techniques. A deficiency of applicative simulation up to context is discovered which leads us to introduce an improvement preorder in Section 6. Improvement enjoys a strong up to context rule from which congruence and the improvement theorem follow. Section 7 uses improvement to strengthen the applicative simulation up to context rule from Section 5. Finally, Section 8 concludes. An appendix contains proofs from Sections 6 and 7.
A functional ML fragment
We operate with a small call-by-value functional language with lists, an untyped fragment of ML (Milner, Tofte, and Harper 1990) .
Syntax
Let f; g; x; y; z range over an infinite set of variables. The syntax of expressions is:
(Exp) d; e ::= x j fn x => e j nil j e 1 :: e 2 j e 1 e 2 j let fun f x = d in e end j let val x = d in e end j (case d of nil => e 1 | x 1 :: x 2 => e 2 | f => e 3 ):
Expressions are identified up to -renaming of bound variables.
In let val x = d in e end and fn x => e, x is bound in e.
In let fun f x = d in e end, f and x are bound in d, and f is bound in e.
In case d of nil => e 1 | x 1 :: x 2 => e 2 | f => e 3 , x 1 and x 2 are bound in e 2 , and f is bound in e 3 .
Terms are parsed as in ML. The scope of fn and case extends as far to the right as possible. Application associates to the left and has higher precedence than :: which associates to the right. For instance, the term fn x => x :: y :: x y z parses as fn x => (x :: (y :: ((x y) z))).
The set of values is given by the grammar:
(Val ) u; v; w ::= x j fn x => e j nil j v 1 :: v 2 :
Let efṽ=xg = ef v 1=x 1 ; : : : ; v n=x n g be the result of simultaneous, capture free substitution of valuesṽ = v 1 : : :v n for free occurrences ofx = x 1 : : :x n in e. (See Stoughton (1988) for a precise definition of simultaneous substitution.) Byx we always mean an ordered list of pairwise distinct variables. We write x 2x to mean variable x occurs inx.
Let Expx and Valx be the set of expressions and values, respectively, with free variables contained inx. Notice Valx Expx. We call expressions p; q 2 Exp ; closed.
A closed value is either the empty list nil, 'cons' of two closed values v 1 ::v 2 , or a function fn x => e with e 2 Exp x . The case construct has three corresponding branches. This allows both decomposition of lists and dynamic dispatch on the 'type' of values. (The latter would not be well-typed in ML but is common in untyped languages, e.g., Scheme (Clinger and Rees (editors) 1991) has a proc? predicate that tells whether a value is a closure; this feature is necessary for the formulation of syntactic minimal invariance in Proposition 11 but otherwise our Lassen results are unaffected by the exact choice of language constructs for accessing values-as long as application is the only means of 'destructing' functions.)
We take let val x = d in e end as a language primitive instead of encoding it as (fn x => e) d, because the encoding introduces a function application step.
This difference affects the improvement theory of Section 6 and will be important later in the proof of Proposition 11.
We define to be a divergent expression:
We write rec f x => d for the recursive function,
For example, fn x => = rec f x => f f.
A call-by-value fixed point combinator, Yv, can be expressed as:
So explicit recursion is redundant; later on we prove rec f x => e is semantically equivalent to Yv (fn f => fn x => e).
Evaluation semantics
We define the operational semantics of closed expressions by an evaluation relation 
Relations
This section introduces our notation for relations and operations on them. Compatible refinement and context closure are of particular importance. Their precise definitions are key to the relational proofs in later sections. The relational algebra given here is quite general and language independent, except that only value substitutions are considered as our language is call-by-value.
Open and closed relations
A binary relation R is a set of pairs. We use infix notation, a R b, to mean (a; b) 2 R. 
Compatible refinement
For every open relation R, its compatible refinement (Gordon 1994) x`e R C e 0 ifỹ x (Ctx Comp)x`e c R C e 0 x`e R C e 0 whereỹ x means that all variables inỹ occur inx, in any order. The side conditionỹ x ensures that R C satisfies weakening, even if R does not. Furthermore, context closure is monotone, idempotent (R C ) C = R C , and R C is compatible, by
Proof (Sketch) Wheneverx`e R C e 0 andỹ`ṽ R Cṽ0 , we can provẽ y`efṽ=xg R C e 0 fṽ 0 =xg by induction on the derivation ofx`e R C e 0 . Weakening is used as we enter the scope of binders. For example, ifx`e R C e 0 is derived by (Ctx Comp) Readers familiar with 'meta-terms' (Klop, van Oostrom, and van Raamsdonk 1993) will notice that substitutive context closure corresponds to closure under substitution of related meta-abstractions for meta-variables in meta-terms, whereas ordinary context closure is the closure under conventional variable capturing contexts. In fact, Pitts (1994b) advocates meta-terms, called 'extended expressions', as a generalised notion of contexts in place of conventional variable capturing contexts because the latter cannot be identified up to -renaming of bound variables. However, our relational representation of contexts allows us to reason about conventional variable capturing contexts up to -equivalence.
The unwinding theorem
As a first illustration of our relational approach to reasoning about contexts, we give a relational proof of the unwinding theorem. It says that a recursive function in a context converges if and only if one of its finite approximants does. The finite approximants of rec f x => d are given inductively by
We say p converges iff 9v: p + v. 
Our proof below shows how the relational notation offers a tractable formulation of a complex syntactic argument. For instance, the proof is not complicated by the fact that we prove the theorem for arbitrary recursive functions, possibly with free variables.
First we construct a family of relations fR n g n 0 with each R n given bỹ
if d 2 Expx fx . For each n 0, we construct a relation U n which satisfies for arbitrary contexts C. In the course of the proof of the main lemma below, U n must be preserved by evaluation in an appropriate sense. Therefore we cannot take U n to be the context closure of R n . We are going to strengthen the induction hypothesis by taking U n to be the larger relation
By this definition, U n satisfies (4.1), it is substitutive, and U n U n 0 whenever n 0 n. These are key properties for the proof that are easier to formulate precisely in terms of relations rather than contexts. The inductive definition of substitutive context closure is also convenient for formal reasoning. By the construction of U n , wheneverx`e U n e 0 , we can argue by cases on the derivation: either
x`e R m fU n g e 0 for some m n, by (SC Subst), and we can decompose e and e 0 into expressions related by R m and substitutions of values related by U n ; or
x`e c U n e 0 , by (SC Comp), and we may proceed by analysis of the derivation by the rules for compatible refinement in Table 2 . For instance, we can deduce, for Proof In outline, the proof argument for (1) is that any occurrence of rec in p is "unfolded" (evaluated recursively) at most N times in the evaluation p + N v and evaluates in "lock-step" with any rec (m+N ) in p 0 (m n). In the end, each residual occurrence of rec in v is matched by some rec We spell out the proof of (1) The remaining cases are simpler. This completes the proof of (1).
The proof of (2) 
2
The backward direction of the proof can also be derived from the (computationally adequate) theory of applicative bisimulation below, instead of Lemma 3(2). An important consequence of the unwinding theorem is a 'syntactic continuity' property of contextual equivalence (Pitts 1997) . In Sections 5.4 and 6.3 we see how Lemma 3 entails syntactic continuity for applicative similarity and improvement. Syntactic continuity is a 'domain-theoretic' property that holds in all computationally adequate continuous models; see Pitts (1996a) and Braüner (1996) .
There exist a number of operational proofs of these results, both for small-step reduction semantics (Mason, Smith, and Talcott 1996; Sands 1997a ) and big-step evaluation semantics like ours (Pitts 1997) . But note that our proof holds for open recursive terms r and that Lemma 3 gives very precise information about the operational relationship between r and its finite approximants. Our relational notation makes it feasible to express and reason about the details of contexts and substitutions. A characteristic of such relational proofs is that operational issues are dealt with in one sweeping induction on the derivation of evaluations and syntactic issues are dealt with in terms of the general algebra of relations. No auxiliary lemmas about evaluation and contexts are needed.
In the remainder of the paper we apply the relational technique used in the proof above to the study of operational preorders and equivalences.
Similarity
The primary operational relation we study is Abramsky's applicative bisimulation (Abramsky 1990) . It is the basis for a co-inductive generalisation of Milner's context lemma (Milner 1977) to untyped functional languages. The basic idea is that higher-order functions are infinite data structures, built from the 'lazy' function abstraction data constructor, and are related co-inductively by applicative bisimulation in analogy with bisimulation of infinite behaviours in process calculi.
In this section we develop the theory of applicative (bi)simulation for our language, including preliminary simulation up to context results based on Howe's and Pitts' congruence proof techniques. This part is mainly a presentation of unpublished work by Pitts (1995) and serves as a basis for our further developments of this idea in Sections 6 and 7. Our aim is to develop techniques for reasoning about recursion. We shall see that simulation up to context is particularly useful for this purpose. In order to complete the discussion of proof rules for recursion we also prove a syntactic continuity property.
We consider an applicative bisimulation preorder, . Rel x`e R e 0 x`fn x => e R fn x => e 0 (Match nil)x`nil R nil We define similarity co-inductively as the greatest fixed point of h i, . Since evaluation is deterministic, is the largest symmetric relation contained
Therefore it suffices to focus attention on the more primitive relation .. In particular, we shall only formulate simulation proof rules for . and omit the obvious analogues for . 
Simulation up to context
Often when one wants to prove that a relation R is contained in similarity, R ., either R is not itself a simulation or it is not possible to show this directly. The solution is to extend R to a larger relation S which is a simulation and thus S . and R .. In fact, this is the co-inductive dual of "strengthening the induction hypothesis" in induction arguments. The proofs of syntactic continuity and precongruence are examples of this. In both cases the constructed relations are tailored to the respective problems. However, often the process of 'completing' R follows a common pattern. We shall investigate refined simulation rules which implicitly extend R so as to become a simulation. Gordon (1995) presents a number of such refinements of bisimulation for a typed, call-by-name functional language.
One of these is Milner's bisimulation up to bisimilarity (Milner 1989 (5.12)
Another refinement of bisimulation known from process calculi is Sangiorgi's powerful bisimulation up to context (Sangiorgi 1994) . Here and in ensuing sections we study variants of this proof principle for similarity and improvement.
As a first formulation of simulation up to context we have the following result for closed relations and context closure. The proof is adapted from Pitts (1995) .
Proposition 4 (Simulation up to context)
R hR C i R .
Proof Assume R hR C i. We shall prove R C \ Rel hR C i:
Since R is closed, R C is substitutive, by Lemma 2. As R C is also reflexive, it is closed under substitutions. Therefore (5.13) implies that R C is an open simulation, R C hR C i , and then R C .
, by the open simulation rule (5.11). As R R C , the result follows.
By definition of h i, (5.13) means that whenever`p R C p 0 and p + v, there exists v 0 such that p 0 + v 0 and`v R C v 0 . The proof is by induction on the derivation of p + v.
(Ctx R) If`p R p 0 , then p hR C i p 0 is immediate from assumption R hR C i. where`q R C fR C g q 0 . By compatibility and substitutivity, R C R C and R C fR C g R C . By induction hypothesis q 0 + v 0 with`v R C v 0 and we conclude p 0 + v 0 by (Eval case).
We conclude (5.13), so R C is an open simulation contained in . . 2
Proposition 4 is not a complete proof rule. For example, fn x => x and fn x => I x are bisimilar but they are not related by any closed relation R such that xx R C I x, because x and I x have no common context and R relates only closed expressions.
Lassen A more satisfactory and complete rule for simulation up to context would be R h(R ) C i R .
(5.14)
Unfortunately, our attempts to prove (or refute) this have failed and we leave it as an open problem. A simple calculation, using (3.2), shows that (5.14) is equivalent to the 'open' rule:
It differs from Proposition 4 in that R may be open so that R C may capture free variables in expressions related by R. The premise is equivalent to RfIdg hR C i, by (3.2). In Section 7 we prove a weaker version where we require that the premise holds not only for identical instantiations, RfIdg, but also for R C related instantiations, RfR C g, RfR C g \ Rel hR C i R .
(5.15)
If R is closed then RfR C g = R and (5.15) reduces to Proposition 4. We have found neither simulation up to . nor up to context to be particularly useful in themselves. It seems that their potential is only realised when combined.
In connection with the precongruence proof for similarity below, we will show a stronger version of Proposition 4.
Proposition 5 (Simulation up to context and .) R hR C . i R .
This can be used to show that the Yv fixed point combinator enjoys a least pre-fixed point induction rule: This failure corresponds to the situation for process calculi, where a symmetric rule for weak bisimulation up to context and weak bisimulation also fails (Sangiorgi 1996) . There the rule is repaired by introducing a more fine-grained efficiency preorder, called expansion. In Section 6 we develop a corresponding improvement relation for our language. Then we repair (5.17) by replacing the left occurrence of similarity in the premise with improvement (Proposition 10).
Precongruence
A precongruence is a compatible preorder, that is, a preorder which is preserved by all language constructs. Precongruence is an important property of similarity because it allows compositional (in)equational reasoning. Moreover, it shows that bisimilarity coincides with conventional contextual equivalence (an issue which we shall not address in this paper, however). We shall now prove that similarity is a precongruence by means of Howe's general method for proving congruence of simulation orderings (Howe 1996) . We employ an extension of the method, due to Pitts (1995) , which also establishes the simulation up to context results of the previous section.
Recall that . is a preorder. It is a precongruence if it is also compatible, 
Equational theory
Let us summarise our results about bisimilarity from above. We supplement some equational laws that follow directly from (5.1)-(5.4) by inspection of evaluations.
x`e e 0 iff 8u 1 ; : : :; u n 2 Val ; : efũ=xg e 0 fũ=xg:
The latter is just the definition of open extension. Fixed point rec is a fixed point operator:
Congruence and substitutivity
Furthermore, rec is rationally open (Braüner 1996) :
This rule is useful for equational reasoning about divergence, without direct reference to the evaluation relation. Rational openness and the unwinding theorem are easily derived from each other using adequacy (5.7). (Rational openness also follows from syntactic continuity and syntactic bottom below.)
Inequational theory
We also list some order-theoretic properties of similarity, taken from Pitts (1997) , in order to complete our discussion about proof rules for recursion.
Extensionality, precongruence, and substitutivity As for above, except symmetry.
Syntactic bottom is least with respect to ., . p:
This is direct from (5.1).
Recursion induction rec f x => e is the least pre-fixed point of the functional fn x => ef ? =fg,
In Section 5.1 we proved this result for the Yv combinator, Proposition 6. The recursion induction rule for rec follows from syntactic continuity below; see Pitts (1997) . In the following sections we shall discuss other proofs of recursion induction using improvement and simulation up to context. Proof We employ Lemma 3 from the proof of the unwinding theorem in Section 4 to give a co-inductive proof. A similar proof is outlined in Pitts (1997) .
Syntactic continuity
Here we can use the relations from the formulation of Lemma 3 to construct the appropriate simulations. Note that we do not require that rec f x => e is closed.
First consider the backward implication (which is the most interesting). Recall the relations U n from Lemma 3(1). We construct the relation T def = \ n 0 (U n . ):
Observe that 8n 0: C rec
. q implies`C rec f x => e] T q. We show that T is an open simulation, then T . and the result follows. So suppose`p T p 0 and p + N v. By definition of T, for all n 0,`p U n+1+N p n , for some p n . p 0 . From Lemma 3(1) we get p n + N v n with`v U n+1 v n . By the same argument as for (4.2) holds u U n+1 u 0 implies`u U n u 0 ; . . From (4.1) we get C rec
as required.
2
Determinacy of evaluation plays a key role in the above proof of syntactic continuity. One can add nondeterminism to the language such that the operational semantics and theory of applicative bisimulation still satisfy the unwinding theorem, rational openness, and recursion induction, but syntactic continuity fails. Braüner (1996) uses this example to illustrate that syntactic continuity is a strictly stronger property than rational openness.
Improvement
Following Sands (1997b) we introduce a stricter operational ordering and equivalence that takes computational cost into account, in our case the number of function applications in evaluations. Improvement theory has independent interest as a formal approach to the study of program efficiency but Sands has also demonstrated that it is a powerful tool for reasoning about conventional operational equivalence and recursion. Here we are interested in the latter use of improvement. We study the theory in some detail as its scope goes far beyond repairing the rule for simulation up to context and . of the previous section. Our relational approach is instrumental in establishing a rule for improvement simulation up to variable capturing contexts. This is interesting in its own right, especially in the absence of a satisfactory counterpart for similarity, and it entails Sands' improvement theorem.
As motivation for our definition of improvement below, recall that (5.19),
x`nil (fn x => nil) nil R C (fn x => ) nil ;
was used to prove R h. R C . i and thus invalidated the symmetric up to context and . rule (5.17), R h. R C . i R .
Here nil is bisimilar to (fn x => nil) nil but the latter is more "expensive" as it takes one more function application step to compute. So nil is not "improved" by
(fn x => nil) nil. This will be the requirement by which we shall repair (5.17)
in Section 7. We measure the number of function applications in evaluations, essentially because applications 'destruct' function abstractions. In fact, the counterexample to (5.17) can be constructed with any 'lazy' value constructor and associated destructors, but function abstraction and application happen to be the only lazy value constructor and destructor in ML. In general the cost measure must count every destruction of any lazy constructor. We should mention that this is tailored to support reasoning about applicative similarity and it is not meant as a contribution to the discussion of what constitutes a good measure of program effeciency for functional languages (Lawall and Mairson 1996) .
We define an improvement preorder, , and a cost equivalence relation, /. , co-inductively like similarity and bisimilarity but with the additional requirement that p q implies that q evaluates in less function application steps than p. Cost equivalence, /. , is the greatest symmetric fixed point and is also the largest symmetric relation contained in improvement,
Cost equivalence is computationally adequate, (5.7). But the evaluation relation is not sound, (5.9), with respect to cost equivalence; instead we have a more detailed correspondence between evaluation and cost equivalence: ., because hRi I hRi, for all R Rel ; (6.3) so every improvement simulation is also an (applicative) simulation.
Improvement simulation up to context
Refined simulation rules are equally important for improvement as they are for applicative simulation. It turns out that we are able to prove stronger refinements of improvement simulation than was the case for applicative simulation. In the process we will also derive that improvement is a precongruence. The proof is postponed to Appendix A.
Proposition 8 is substitutive and a precongruence.
Proof As itself satisfies the premise of the lemma, we get ( ) C + . Therefore is compatible and transitive, and hence a precongruence. Since is closed under substitutions, it is also substitutive by Lemma 1.
2
Another consequence of Lemma 6 is a full symmetric rule for improvement simulation up to context and improvement. 
Equational theory
The equational theory of cost equivalence is analogous to that of bisimilarity, except for some applications of the identity function, I, to account for computational cost. Since these 'syntactic computation steps' can be erased up to bisimilarity, the cost equivalence theory here entails the corresponding theory of bisimilarity in Section 4. The cost equivalence version of Strachey's property accounts for the cost of computing a value: either p /. or 9!N:9v: p /. I N v:
The beta law for function application records the computation step:
(fn x => e) v /. I ef v =xg:
Notice that let val x = d in e end is one step 'cheaper' than the conventional encoding (fn x => e) d. This will be important in the proof of Proposition 11.
The remaining equational laws for bisimilarity in Section 5.3 carry over to cost equivalence unchanged.
The laws can be used to move around syntactic computation steps. moves I across evaluation contexts; it is direct from (2.2). Such laws form a useful 'tick algebra' (Sands 1997b) for equational reasoning about computation steps. Cost equivalence satisfies a unique fixed point rule:
This rule follows from recursion induction and co-induction rules below. For illustration, we can use it to prove the following correspondence between explicit recursion and the Yv fixed point combinator. ef (fn x => u u 1 x) =fg /. u u 1 x. As usual, a corresponding result for bisimilarity, rec f x => e Yv u, follows as a corollary. This and Proposition 6 constitute a proof of recursion induction for similarity.
Inequational theory
All the inequational theory for similarity in Section 5.4 also holds for improvement.
The proofs of syntactic bottom and syntactic continuity for improvement are again analogous to those for similarity above. The lemmas from the proof of the unwinding theorem in Section 4 were carefully phrased to also account for computational cost and the syntactic continuity proof for similarity is easily extended with this bookkeeping.
We supplement recursion induction,
with recursion co-induction,
which says that recursive functions are also greatest post-fixed points with respect to improvement. We can use improvement simulation up to context and to prove the recursion (co-)induction rules.
Proof of recursion (co-)induction
We only prove the first (induction) rule. The second (co-induction) rule follows by a symmetric argument because the improvement simulation up to context and rule, Proposition 9, is symmetric.
Assume fn x => ef v =fg v. By extensionality,`fn x => ef v =fg v. Let R be the singleton relation, r R v, where r = rec f x => e. Then r is a fixed point, r /. fn x => ef r =fg, and`r /. fn x => ef r =fg. Now r h /. (R ) C i I v because r + 0 r, v + 0 v, and r /. fn x => ef r =fg (R ) C fn x => ef v =fg v:
Lassen Hence R h /. (R ) C i I . By Proposition 9, we conclude R , i.e., r v. 2
Recursion co-induction and the unique fixed point rule are call-by-value versions of Sands' improvement theorem. This is apparent from the following reformulation, derived by means of equational laws for /. . It should be noted that a reason why our improvement theory satisfies the improvement theorem is that recursion is bound up with function abstraction in ML, that is, recursive unfoldings require a function application step (cf. the general version of the improvement theorem in Sands (1997a) ). Hence our cost measure is actually more fine-grained than Sands' count of unfoldings of recursion in Sands (1997b) . In languages where recursion is not coupled with function abstraction, the two cost measures are incomparable and the two resulting improvement theories will be complementary.
Applicative simulation up to improvement
A motivation for introducing improvement is its use in refining applicative simulation. We can extend Proposition 5 as follows.
Proposition 10 (Applicative simulation up to and context and .) R h R C . i R .
This rule allows us to give a direct proof of recursion induction for similarity, analogous to the proof for improvement above: suppose fn x => ef v =fg . v and let R = f(rec f x => e; v)g, then rec f x => e /. fn x => ef (rec f x => e) =fg R C fn x => ef v =fg . v; and we deduce R h /. R C . i; hence R ., by Proposition 10, and rec f x => e . v, as required.
In analogy with Proposition 9 we would like to have a stronger rule: R h (R ) C . i R .
(7.1)
But we do not know if this holds. It would entail (5.14) which we left as an open problem. In Appendix A we prove a weaker version:
Lemma 7
RfR C g \ Rel h R C . i R .
It extends the open rule for simulation up to context (5.15) which we discussed in Section 5.1 as an approximation to (5.14).
When R is closed, Lemma 7 reduces to Proposition 10 above. But the utility of the lemma goes beyond that of Proposition 10 as we will now demonstrate by proving a syntactic minimal invariance property and by deriving equational rules for reasoning about open expressions.
Syntactic minimal invariance
As a non-trivial example, we consider a syntactic version of the domain-theoretic minimal invariance property for our language (Pitts 1994a) . Let be the recursive function
(This would not be well-typed in ML where one would define a corresponding type-indexed family of functions instead.) Minimal invariance says that is the identity function, I. We can prove this by means of Lemma 7.
Proposition 11 (Syntactic minimal invariance)
I.
Proof
. I follows by recursion induction from
x`c ase x of nil => nil | x 1 :: x 2 => I x 1 ::
which is easily verified by case analysis on the value of x.
We invoke Lemma 7 to prove I . . Let R Rel be given by y`y R y;
and S = R C . . We prove RfR C g \ Rel hSi, i.e., v R C v 0 implies v 0 + v 00 with`v S v 00 ;
by induction on the derivation of`v R C v 0 . (Match fn) v = fn y => e, v 0 = fn y => e 0 , and y`e R C e 0 . Then v 0 + v 00 = fn y => (v 0 ( y)) and`v S v 00 because y`e /. let val y = y in let val y = e in y end end R C let val y = y in let val y = e 0 in y end end (v 0 ( y)); and /. R C S.
We conclude R . by Lemma 7. Therefore v . v, for all closed values v, and I . holds by extensionality. 2
Simulation up to and context and ., Lemma 7, substantially simplifies the proof. Mason, Smith, and Talcott (1996) give a direct operational proof of this result. It is also possible to recast their proof in the relational proof style used throughout this paper. The finite approximants of (as defined in Section 4) are 'syntactic projections'. Syntactic minimal invariance and syntactic continuity entail that their least upper bound is the identity function and thus:
p . q iff 8n 0: n p . q;
where n is the n'th finite approximant of the recursive function . In Milner's construction of the fully abstract continuous model of PCF (Milner 1977) and in the operational model constructions for a call-by-value language like ours in Mason, Smith, and Talcott (1996) , syntactic projections are used to address domain-theoretic notions of finite elements and !-algebraicity syntactically.
Viewed as a proof rule, (7.2) is a sort of generalised Take Lemma (Bird and Wadler 1987) or higher-order structural induction principle; see Smith (1997) . Pitts (1996b Pitts ( , 1994a has also developed this idea and its domain-theoretic background and he has studied various applications.
Equational rules
From Lemma 7 we can derive an 'equational' version akin to Proposition 3.
)(R C fR C g)(. fId g) (R C fR C g) . ; 
2
Proposition 12 is a useful proof rule in itself-for instance, the proof of recursion induction using Proposition 10 above is more directly an instance of the equational proof rule of Proposition 12. Furthermore, from it we can derive a version of a proof rule by Sands (1997b) end end
The resulting expressions are identical except for the subterms f(appendx x 2 ) y and g x 2 (g x y). We need to extend R to also relate these. Let @(u n ;:::; u 0 ) abbreviate append u n (appendu n?1 (:::(appendu 1 u 0 ):::)). Now, let R be given bỹ
x`(f @(u n ;:::; u 0 ) v) R (g u 0 (:::(g u n v):::));
for all n 0 and u 0 ;:::; u n ; v 2 Valx. From the calculations above we see that
becausexx 1 x 2 xy`(f(appendx x 2 ) y) = (f @(x; x 2 ) y) R (g x 2 (g x y)). If n 1 we calculatẽ x`f @(u n ; u n?1 ;:::; u 0 ) v /. Sincexx 1 x 2 xy`(f @(x; x 2 ; u n?1 ;:::; u 0 ) y) R (g u 0 (:::(g u n?1 (g x 2 (g x y))):::)) andx`(f @(u n?1 ;:::; u 0 ) v) R (g u 0 (:::(g u n?1 v):::)), we get that
x`(f @(u n ; u n?1 ;:::; u 0 ) v) R C (g u 0 (:::(g u n?1 (g u n v)):::)):
Hence R R C and thus R . The shortcoming of Lemma 7, compared to (7.1), is less apparent in the derived equational rules of Propositions 12 and 13. But note that they work for open relations, in contrast to the 'closed' equational rule for simulation up to similarity of Proposition 3. We do not know if stronger, closed versions hold:
(ii) R (R ) C . R .
(7.4) Lassen They are consequences of (7.1) because (R ) C . h (R ) C . i and (ii) follows from (i) as in the proof of Proposition 13. Propositions 12 and 13 are weaker than (7.4): sometimes reasoning about open terms does not suffice as it may be necessary to argue by cases on the values of the free variables. One such example is syntactic minimal invariance, Proposition 11. It would follow from (7.4)(i), by structural induction on closed values, but not from Proposition 12.
Conclusion
The 'relational' proof style of Howe (1996) and Pitts (1995) has been used throughout this paper. It is a rather low-level approach but is precise and tractable and applies to a wide range of problems involving term contexts and evaluation. Our proofs of the unfolding theorem and various simulation up to context results substantiate this. The algebra of relations in Section 3 and, in particular, context closure facilitate the construction of relations for this style of proofs. Our results are stated for an untyped ML fragment but should carry over to other typed and untyped higher-order languages.
Simulation up to context is a proof technique with a great practical potential for applicative bisimulation and improvement. This is witnessed by our proofs of recursion induction, the improvement theorem, syntactic minimal invariance, and Exercise 10.20 from Winskel (1993) , as well as by the examples of Gordon (1995) and Sands (1997b) . But an important problem is left open, namely the validity of (5.14) and (7.1),
The significance of the gap between these and the weaker rule of Lemma 7,
is unclear. In Section 7 we demonstrated how Lemma 7 allows us to prove a range of non-trivial results.
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A Proofs
This appendix contains the rather delicate proofs of Lemmas 6 and 7. The first of these uses the following lemma.
Lemma 8 Compatibility is preserved by transitive closure.
Proof First observe that compatibility is preserved by relation composition: if R and S are compatible, so is their composition R S,
Next, suppose R is compatible. Ifx`e c R + e 0 , each immediate subterm e i of e is related to a corresponding subterm e 0 i of e 0 ,xỹ i`ei R + e 0 i , for somẽ y i . This means that there exists m i 1 such thatxỹ i`ei R m i e 0 i , where R m i is the m i -fold composition of R with itself. Let m be the greatest of these m i , for all pairs of subterms. Since R is compatible it is also reflexive. Hencẽ xỹ i`ei R m?m i e i and thenxỹ i`ei R m e 0 i , for all corresponding subterms e i and e 0 i . Hencex`e c R m e 0 , by definition of compatible refinement, and theñ x`e R m e 0 because compatibility is preserved by relation composition. Sõ x`e R + e 0 and we conclude that R + is compatible. It applies because the premises of the (Eval apply) rule will all have cost-indexes smaller than M 0 and N 0 . Recall S = (R ) C and consider the derivation ofx`e S e 0 . There are two cases.
(Ctx R) Supposeỹ`e R e 0 withỹ x. Therefore (A.1) and P(N 0 ) hold. This completes the induction step for P, so P(N) holds for all N. 
2
Lemma 6 is invalid for similarity (i.e., with h i and . in place of h i I and ). The proof above uses the improvement aspect of h i I to assert that p 0 + v 0 computes no slower than p + v when`p S p 0 . If there is no bound on the cost of p 0 + v 0 , the transitivity argument, why (A.1) implies P(N 0 ), breaks down.
The proof of Lemma 6 makes use of the transitive closure of S in two ways. (i) S + is substitutive. This is used in the (Eval fn) and (Eval apply) cases of the induction step.
(ii) In the (Ctx R) case transitivity is used to avoid substitution of values related by S + into expressions related by R .
Lemma 7 is essentially a weaker version of Lemma 6 for similarity. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6 but solves (i) and (ii) without transitive closure.
(i) Substitutions can be replaced by let bindings up to cost equivalence; thereby the compatibility of R C suffices and substitutivity is not necessary.
(ii) The requirement that the premise of Lemma 7 holds for RfR C g rather than just R circumvents the problem of substitution into expressions related by R.
Proof of Lemma 7
Proof Assume RfR C \ Relg h R C . i. We are going to prove R C fIdg hSi; where S = R C . . Observe that S . R C fIdg . , because . and R C R C fIdg , by (3.2). By simulation up to similarity, Proposition 2, we get that (A.2) implies R C fIdg .. Hence R C . , by (3.2), and the conclusion, R . , follows because R R C , S is compatible because , R C , and . are and compatibility is preserved by relation composition. Therefore S is reflexive and S is a reflexive relation on values. Hence R C fIdg R C fSg, and (A.2) holds if R C fSg hSi. The latter is equivalent to the predicate P(N) holding for all N, This establishes R C fSg hSi and then (A.2) follows, as required.
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